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AGENDA
Tuesday, March 22, 2016

Wednesday, March 23, 2016

8:00 Registration and Coffee:
Massachusetts of Institute Technology (MIT),
Silverman Skyline Room, Building E14, Room 648

8:30 Coffee

8:30 Introduction
9:00 Session 1: Framing the Issue (Chair: Howard
Herzog, MIT)
– The Cost of CCS: A Review of Recent Studies
(Ed Rubin, CMU)
– Methodology of a Detailed CCS Cost Study
(Jeff Hoffmann, NETL)
10:30 Break
11:00 Session 2: Project Costs – Industrial
Applications (Chair: John Davison, IEAGHG)
– Quest (Wilfried Maas, Shell)
– Illinois Basin/Decatur (Sallie Greenberg, Univ. of
Illinois; Ray McKaskle, Trimeric)

9:00 Three parallel breakout sessions:
A. Can we reconcile real project and Nth plant costs?
How should we present this information to policy
makers?
(Co‐chairs: Ed Rubin, CMU; George Booras, EPRI)
B. What are the main challenges of industrial and
power CCS cost estimation and financing?
(Co‐chairs: Jeff Hoffmann, NETL; Howard Herzog,
MIT)
C. What can be done to make CCS more competitive?
What are realistic expectations for CCS cost
reductions over next 10‐20 years? By 2050?
(Co‐chairs: Wilfried Maas, Shell; Sean McCoy,
LLNL)
12:00 Lunch

12:30 Lunch

1:00 Breakout Session Reports

1:30 Session 3: Project Costs – Power Applications
(Chair: George Booras, EPRI)
– Boundary Dam (Max Ball and Peter Versteeg,
SaskPower, via teleconference)
– FutureGen 2.0 (Ken Humphreys, FutureGen 2.0)
– White Rose (Leigh Hackett, GE Power)

2:45 Next meeting – Topics, Location, Timing

3:45 Break

3:00 Adjourn

4:15 Session 4: CCS in the context of changing
electricity markets (Chair: Sean McCoy, LLNL)
– The value of flexible, firm capacity on a
decarbonized grid (Andy Boston, Energy
Research Partnership)
– Initial Respondents: Neil Kern (Duke Energy),
Geoffrey Bongers (Gamma Energy Technology)
5:30 Adjourn
7:00 Dinner (sponsored by Shell),
EVOO, 350 Third St, Cambridge, MA
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2:00 General Discussion
 What have we learned?
 Where should we be going?
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INTRODUCTION
The fourth meeting of the CCS Cost Workshop (also
known as the Expert Group on CCS Costs) was held
on March 23‐24, 2016 at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
This function is now designated as the CCS Cost
Network under the auspices of the International
Energy Agency Greenhouse Gas Programme.
The meeting was organized by a Steering Committee
including representatives from: Carnegie Mellon
University (Ed Rubin), Electric Power Research
Institute (George Booras and Richard Rhudy), IEA
Greenhouse Gas Programme (John Davison),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Sean
McCoy), Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(Howard Herzog), National Energy Technology
Laboratory (Lynn Brickett), NaturalGas Fenosa
(John Chamberlain) and Shell Global (Wilfried
Maas).
The purpose of the workshop is to share and discuss
the most currently available information on the cost
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of carbon capture and storage (CCS) in electric
utility and other industrial applications, as well as
the current outlook for future CCS costs and
deployment. The workshop also seeks to identify
key issues or topics related to CCS costs that merit
further discussion and study.
As shown on the previous pages, the first day of the
workshop was a plenary session addressing four
general topics, each addressed by invited
presentations, followed by a discussion among
workshop participants. The second day pursued
three topics in more detail via parallel breakout
sessions, followed by a plenary session with group
reports and discussion.
This document presents brief summaries of each of
the four sessions from Day 1 and the three breakout
sessions from Day 2, together with the full set of
presentations by invited speakers on Day 1. The
proceedings of previous workshops are available at:
https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/c
cs%2520cost%2520workshop

PRESENTATION SUMMARIES
Session 1: Framing the Issue
The purpose of this session was to frame the
issue of CCS cost estimates by providing
background on the current status of these
estimates. The first talk presented the results of
a review of recent cost studies found in the open
literature.
The second presented the
methodology that goes into a detailed CCS cost
estimate. A brief description of each talk
follows.

Methodology of a Detailed CCS Cost Study
Presented by Jeff Hoffmann, National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL)
NETL has produced a series of baseline studies
on the cost and performance of various state‐of‐
the‐art CCS power plants.3 These studies are
very detailed and provide a valuable reference
for the CCS community. This presentation
reviewed the methodology that goes into
generating a baseline technology cost estimate
for the “next commercial offering.” The seven
key steps are:

The Cost of CCS: A Review of Recent Studies
Presented by Edward S. Rubin, Carnegie
Mellon University
This presentation was based on a paper written
for a special edition of the International Journal
of Greenhouse Gas Control1 that celebrated the
tenth anniversary of the 2005 IPCC Special
Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage
(SRCCS). 2 The paper included costs of four
capture technologies: Supercritical Pulverized
Coal (SCPC) with post‐combustion capture, SCPC
with oxy‐combustion capture, Integrated Coal
Gasification Combined Cycle with pre‐
combustion capture, and Natural Gas Combined
Cycle with post‐combustion capture. Costs for
CO2 transport and storage were also included.
The current reported range of costs were
presented and compared to the costs found in
the SRCCS after adjusting all costs to a common
2013 cost basis. While current capital costs
were generally higher than adjusted SRCCS
costs, the cost of electricity comparison showed
little change primarily because of lower fuel
prices and higher assumed capacity factors in
recent studies. The ranges of CO2 avoidance
costs also were similar to adjusted SRCCS values
after accounting for some changes in CO2
transport and storage costs. The talk concluded
with a discussion of the outlook for future cost
reductions.

1. Develop a technology analysis plan and
solicit feedback from stakeholders.
2. Create a performance model of each power
plant based on NETL process models.
3. Integrate carbon capture technology
models based on literature and developer
input.
4. Adjust balance of plant as needed per the
new technology demands.
5. Estimate the capital, operating and
maintenance cost of all plant components
using the method described in NETL’s
QGESS documents and elaborated in the
Baseline studies.
6. Apply plant financing and utilization
assumptions to develop a cost of
electricity.
7. Perform sensitivity analyses and provide
R&D guidance.
After describing each step in detail, a case study
was presented based on a SCPC plant with an
amine‐based post‐combustion CO2 capture
system.

Session 2: Project Costs – Industrial
Applications
John Davison introduced the session on
industrial capture project costs. He highlighted
that there is increasing interest in industrial CCS
but cost estimation can be complex, for example
due to integration with existing sites and in
some cases multiple CO2 sources. Also, many
industrial plants are located in developing
countries, where cost data are not easily
available. There are examples however some
successful industrial CCS projects and

1

Rubin, E.S., J.E. Davison, and H.J. Herzog, "The
Cost of CO2 Capture and Storage," International
Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control, 40, pp 378400, September (2015).
2
IPCC, 2005: IPCC Special Report on Carbon
Dioxide Capture and Storage. Prepared by Working
Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change [Metz, B., O. Davidson, H. C. de
Coninck, M. Loos, and L. A. Meyer (eds.)].
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United
Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, 442 pp.

3 http://www.netl.doe.gov/research/energyanalysis/baseline-studies
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$31/t. The capital cost was amortised over the 3
year injection period, costs for a commercial
project would be amortised over much longer
period, resulting in lower costs. The capital costs
were higher than the initial estimate but
operating costs were lower. Some significant
conclusions are:

presentations were made on two of them: the
Quest and Illinois Basin/Decatur projects.
Wilfried Maas of Shell made a presentation
about the Quest CCS project and its costs. The
Quest project involves capture of CO2 at a
hydrogen plant at the Scotford upgrader near
Edmonton,
Canada,
which
processes
hydrocarbons from oil sands fields. The capture
plant uses Shell’s ADIP‐X amine process. The
captured CO2 is compressed in a multistage
centrifugal compressor and is transported 65km
to a saline reservoir storage site. Modular
construction involving 69 modules was used for
the capture and compression plant, which
minimises site construction.
The plant has operated continuously for 6
months during which time 0.5Mt of CO2 has
been injected, exceeding the target rate. The
FOAK facilities cost forecast is CAN$812M,
equivalent to 752 $/tpa captured. A substantial
part of the costs (CAN$137M) is venture costs
which could be reduced substantially in NOAK
plants. There is an extensive knowledge sharing
part of the programme, as described in the
presentation slides. Some key messages were:

 CCS is a major undertaking involving many
types of industry, government and
financial professional, as well as many
industry trades.
 First mover projects can provide useful
benchmarks and lessons learned that will
benefit future projects.
 Incorporating CCS into existing operational
plants comes with additional case‐specific
challenges and costs.
 Permitting timelines and general economic
conditions may impact costs of future
projects in ways that are difficult to
predict.

Session 3: Project Costs – Power
Applications

 It was emphasised that adequate support is
needed to demonstrate CCS and reduce
costs from FOAK to NOAK to deliver a
competitive and viable technology in a
decarbonised world.
 For FOAK plants, capital grants (to support
build) and OPEX support (to ensure the
plant operates) are required, plus other
temporary measure (e.g. CCS certificates) if
the uptake rate continues to be
disappointing.
 Non‐financial measures (enabling
regulations, liability agreements etc) are
also important.
 The main requirement for NOAK plants is
expected to be a robust CO2 price.
Sallie Greenberg of the University of Illinois and
Ray McKaskle of Timeric Corporation presented
insights into costs of CCS gained from the Illinois
Basin – Decatur Project. This project involves
compression, dehydration, transmission and
storage of high purity CO2 from a bio‐ethanol
plant at a rate of 1,000t/d. The pipeline is
realtively short (1.9km) but it had to be above
ground and insulated. The Illinois project uses
reciprocating compressors. An important issue
in the selection of reciprocating compressors,
rather than the multi‐stage centrifugal
compressor used at Quest, was greater
familiarity and proximity to a local supplier for
support and spares. The project costs were
presented in detail, showing a cost for
compression, dehydration and transmission of

This session focused on cost estimates for CCS
applications in electric power generation
applications. The overall session objectives
were to learn about the cost of actual CCS
projects, including a summary of lessons learned
and opportunities for future cost reductions.
The projects included one operating post‐
combustion capture project, and two large‐scale
oxy‐combustion projects that were in the
advanced stages of development at the time the
projects were cancelled.
Boundary Dam Carbon Capture Project
The first speakers were Max Ball and Peter
Versteeg who joined the workshop via
teleconference from SaskPower’s office in
Regina, Saskatchewan. Peter started with a
summary operating statistics for the first‐of‐a‐
kind Boundary Dam Carbon Capture Project. In
2015 the net power output averaged 107 MW,
with the plant being down for maintenance
during the month of September. The daily
average amount of CO2 captured was 1,739
tonnes in 2015, however that increased to 2,726
tonnes in February of 2016.
The major factors impacting the capital cost of
the project included site‐specific, first‐of‐a‐kind
(FOAK), and market factors, as well as specific
plant design features. The small size of the plant
resulted in dis‐economies of scale relative to the
larger plant sizes assumed in most conceptual
5
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Unfortunately the federal co‐funding expired
and the project had to be terminated. The EPC
costs were well known due to the fact they had
fixed price contracts. The total as‐spent capital
cost of the power plant was estimated to be
$1,256 million, which excludes the over‐the‐
fence ASU and the $423 million cost for the CO2
pipeline and storage facilities. Ken presented
detailed breakdowns for the Owner, Financing
and Start‐Up costs. Plant operating costs were
estimated to be $128/MWh on a 20‐year
levelized basis.
The major operating cost
drivers included oxygen, fuel, purchased power,
ash disposal & consumables, and CO2
transportation & storage. The total 20‐year
levelized LCOE including capital recovery was
estimated to be $179/MWh. However, after the
MISO energy/capacity sales credit the net cost
to the ratepayers would have only been
$138/MWh, representing less than a 2%
average rate increase.

studies. Firing lignite also imposed a cost and
performance penalty relative to higher rank
coals. At the time the plant was constructed, an
abundance of other heavy industrial activity in
the Province resulted in higher hourly labor
costs and reduced productivity. A heavy
emphasis was placed on maximizing power
output, as opposed to minimizing capital cost.
FOAK issues included schedule extensions due
to conducting three parallel CO2 capture plant
FEED
studies,
additional
regulatory
requirements to be met, development of
operating and environmental health & safety
standards for a power plant integrated with a
CO2 capture system. Contingency provisions
and design margins were impacted by an “it
must work” philosophy. And finally, some
components did not perform to their design
expectations.
A chart showing the wide
fluctuations in the price of steel illustrated one
example of how market factors adversely
impacted the cost during the time period when
Boundary Dam plant was constructed.
Based on the learnings from construction, start‐
up, and initial operation of the Boundary Dam
capture plant, SaskPower expects the cost of the
next capture plant to be substantially less. Max
also noted that their next plant would be
designed to reduce CO2 emissions to essentially
natural gas equivalence to meet the Canadian
Federal requirements, as opposed to the
nominal 90% CO2 capture capability at
Boundary Dam.

Lessons learned during the project included
how to deal with a very large number of
landowners for the CO2 pipeline right‐of‐way,
and the CO2 storage subsurface rights. They also
found that the EPC negotiations took much
longer, and the balance of plant (BOP) was more
complicated than originally planned. Future
oxy‐combustion plants will have reduced capital
costs and improved efficiency due to retrofitting
newer, larger USC plants that will benefit from
economies of scale. CO2 transportation and
storage costs will also benefit from economies of
scale.

FutureGen 2.0

White Rose CCS Project

Ken Humphreys, CEO of the FutureGen Alliance
gave an overview of the project and the many
milestones that were achieved prior to the
project being terminated.
Unit 4 of the
Meredosia Energy Center in Illinois was to be
repowered with oxy‐combustion and CCS
technology. The net plant output was expected
to be 167 MW, while capturing 90+% of the CO2
(or about 1.1 MMT/yr). A 28 mile pipeline
would transport the CO2 to a deep geologic
storage site. Some of the many milestones
achieved by the project team included:

The final speaker in this session was Dr. Leigh
Hackett from GE Power, who talked about the
White Rose CCS Project. The White Rose project
is a new ultra‐supercritical oxy‐combustion
plant with a gross output of 448 MW. The plant
was designed to capture 90% of the CO2, or
about 2 million tonnes CO2 per year. The plant
would have been the “anchor” project for
National Grid’s regional CO2 transport &
offshore
storage
network,
where
the
infrastructure was sized for 17 million tonnes
CO2 per year to enable future projects. The
captured CO2 was to be stored in a deep saline
formation offshore, beneath the North Sea.

 Power purchase agreement signed
 Final permits were issued for air, water,
pipeline and CO2 storage
 Subsurface rights were acquired and CO2
liability management was addressed
 Mega‐FEED was completed (70‐90% of final
design, at a cost of $90 million)
 Project labor agreements were signed.

The UK Department of Energy & Climate Change
(DECC) will publish 41 White Rose project key‐
knowledge reports later in 2016, including the
full‐chain FEED summary report, FEED lessons
learned, FEED risk report, and full‐chain project
cost estimate report. The term “full‐chain”
6
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Energy) and Geoffrey Bongers (Gamma Energy
Technology), and then general discussion.

refers to the oxy power plant, the onshore &
offshore pipeline networks, and the CO2
injection & storage systems. The full‐chain
project cost estimate was classified as an AACE
Level 2 estimate for the majority of items, with
90% of the costs based on vendor quotes.

The presentation from Andy Boston captured
the lessons from an ERP analysis of future
United Kingdom electricity systems, and
highlighted three key messages:

For the DECC reports, the actual White Rose
project cost estimates were adjusted and
normalized to take out project specific data and
allow comparison to other published data. For
example, the site was adjusted to US Gulf Coast
basis and site preparation costs were removed.
The normalized project cost estimate was
broken down into externally supplied utilities,
the oxy boiler/ASU/gas processing unit, power
generation equipment & BOP, onshore pipeline,
offshore pipeline, and storage facilities. Dr.
Hackett then showed a chart illustrating the
savings achievable for follow‐on projects where
they can take advantage of the existing CO2
transportation and storage network.

 A zero‐ or very low‐carbon electricity
system with variable renewables (e.g.,
solar, wind) needs dispatchable, low‐
carbon technologies to provide firm
capacity
 Policy makers and system operators need
to value services that ensure grid stability
to establish a market for new providers
 A holistic approach that accounts for the
cost of balancing the system would better
recognize the importance of firm low
carbon technologies than conventional
measures of individual technology cost
To illustrate the final point, Andy presented
results from his analysis showing that, even
though gas‐fired generation equipped with CCS
had a relatively high LCOE, addition of capacity
could result in a net reduction in system cost.
His results also clearly showed, however, that
the value of a technology is dependent on the
existing generation mix and the grid services it
provides, which makes these results difficult to
generalize. His provocative conclusion was that
this value cannot be captured by LCOE.

The White Rose Project resulted in lessons
learned in the following four key areas:





Full‐chain commercial structuring and
management of cross‐chain risks
Non‐EOR CO2 storage business model
Oversizing and sharing CO2
transportation & storage infrastructure
Potential insurance gaps

Key take‐aways from the White Rose project
were that no significant technical barriers
remain to project implementation, full‐chain
aspects were adequately defined and developed,
and the next step is a large‐scale commercial
project. Dr. Hackett concluded by saying that the
UK Government’s decision to cancel the UK CCS
Competition has stalled commercialization in
the UK and Europe and “dented” confidence in
CCS.

In the first invited response to the initial
presentation, Neil Kern highlighted that Duke
Energy sees a paradigm shift in the way
traditional utility planning takes place as a
result of the growing trend towards distributed
generation. The result is that Duke is placing an
increased emphasis on flexibility of centralized
generation, and seeking to identify non‐
traditional markets for central stations. In the
second invited response, Geoffery Bongers
highlighted the multi‐attribute comparisons of
generating technology in the recently published
Australian Power Generation Technology Study.
In that study, technologies were evaluated not
only on their LCOE, but also on their capital cost,
water requirements, CO2 emissions, waste
products, availability and flexibility.

Session 4: CCS in the Context of
Changing Electricity Markets
In the fourth session of the workshop, speakers
took a step back from the topic of CCS cost
estimation to look at the context for CCS in
future electrical systems, what this implies
about the value of CCS‐equipped generation, and
some alternative metrics that might better
convey its value to decision makers. The session
began with a presentation from Andy Boston
(Energy Research Partnership), which was
followed by responses from Neil Kern (Duke

In the ensuing discussion, participants debated
whether LCOE is an inadequate metric or is
simply being used inappropriately, such as by
comparing baseload plants with intermittent
renewable that do not provide comparable
services (ignoring the additional integration and
backup system costs that would be required).
7
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should be presented to policy makers follow the
presentation of the factors identified.

Others felt the true value of dispatchable
generation, like fossil‐fuels equipped with CCS,
can best be measured by the reductions in
system‐level cost that results as such capacity is
added. Others noted that many decision makers
want simpler metrics like LCOE. While most
participants agreed on the need for ways to
make better technology comparisons, and to
more clearly quantify the value of CCS, there
was no consensus on how this should be done.

Reconciling Actual vs. Nth Plant Costs
In general, the cost of a specific project is
affected by several classes of factors, including:
 Site Specific Factors
 Market Factors
 Design Basis Factors
 Project Execution Factors
 Financing/Contracting/Owner’s Costs
 FOAK Factors (Planned & Unplanned)
Each of these categories can be further
expanded to identify more specific factors that
influence actual costs. Given the focus of this
workshop on CCS costs, the factors whose cost is
exacerbated by FOAK installations are highlight
with an asterisk (*).
 Site‐Specific Factors
o Labor Costs, Productivity,
Availability/Skill Requirements*
o Materials cost
o Seismic activity
o Ambient conditions (temperature,
etc.)
o Water availability & quality
o Fuel availability & quality
o Proximity to CO2 storage
 Design Basis Factors
o Scope and battery limits: base plant,
capture, transport, storage
o Fuel type
o Plant size
o Pipeline capacity
o Storage capacity
o Cooling system design
o Ambient conditions
o CO2 capture rate
o CO2 purity requirements
o Emission standards
o Brownfield vs. greenfield vs. retrofit
o Flexibility of operations *
– Load following*
– Start‐up/shutdown*
– Flexible capture*

BREAK‐OUT SESSION
SUMMARIES
Session A. Reconciling Real and
Estimated CCS Plant Costs
Questions: Can we reconcile real project and
Nth plant costs? How should we present this
information to policy makers?
Co‐chairs: Ed Rubin, CMU; George Booras,
EPRI; assisted by Kristen Gerdes, NETL

 Market Factors
o Commodity prices
o Labor costs
o Engineering costs
o Competition and availability
o Currency exchange rates
o Construction equipment and services
availability
o CO2 value
o Offtake agreements*

This session focused on identifying the factors
that typically contribute to higher costs of initial
full‐scale installations of CCS and other newly‐
commercial technologies (often referred to as
FOAK, or “first‐of‐a‐kind”)
relative to the
longer‐term (NOAK, or “Nth‐of‐a‐kind”) costs
commonly reported for mature technologies.
Additional thoughts on how this information
8
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session. The responses and additional questions
generated follow:
 How do you capture the global market
competitiveness
for
internationally
traded industrial products made with
processes including CCS?
 For projects with government support,
how do you capture government subsidy
(and risk) as it relates to financing?
 How do you capture costs of real world
projects?
 How do you effectively estimate project
contingencies?
 How can we best assure cost estimates are
used in an appropriate manner?
 Since industrial processes are more
heterogeneous than fossil‐fueled power
generation, how to develop a novel plant
for
policy
modeling
and market
deployment studies that is widely
representative?
 The cycle times for industrial processes are
long. The developed world is not building
new plants and the typical business model
is to replace rather than refurbish and
retrofit.
 It is difficult to estimate costs in non‐OECD
countries.
 Policymakers view CCS and renewables as
interchangeable. Cost estimating using
LCOE support interchangeability.
 Time factor (permitting, etc.) can drive
costs higher.
 Credibility of publically available cost
estimates is difficult to assess because of
frequent lack of transparency in
assumptions. The lack of transparency
makes it very difficult to calibrate, compare
and validate individual published studies.
 Even studies that seem to be reasonably
transparent are complicated, and a primer
to methodology and intended purpose
would be helpful in addressing how to use
the studies.
 Studies are made in the context of
“something” (i.e., specific policy scenario,
fuel price scenario, anticipated future
capacity needs), but the “something” is
often changing.

o Regulations and policies
o Private sector incentives?
o Public sector tolerance for R&D


Project Execution Factors
o Scheduling*
o Re‐design in mid‐construction*
o Modular vs. stick build (shop vs. field
fabrication)



Financing and Other Factors
o Financing (risk premiums)*
o Permitting‐related costs and delays*
o Regulatory and legal issues
o Plant availability, capacity factor, and
dispatch expected (when assessing
financial viability)*
o Owner’s costs*
o Contracting strategy (where is the
risk?)*





FOAK Factors (Planned)
o Schedule length
o Contingency/over‐design
o Development of training, simulators,
maintenance protocols
o Extended ramp‐up
o Chemical plant operation in a power
plant culture
o Performance guarantee limitations
FOAK Factors (Unplanned)
o Performance shortfalls

Presenting to Policy and Decision Makers
Rather than showing how various factors add to
FOAK plant costs, our approach should be to
show how removing various cost escalation
factors that are unique to, or exacerbated by,
FOAK projects will reduce the cost of subsequent
projects. This could be illustrated, for example,
with a set of bar graphs like those presented by
SaskPower, but in the reverse order, starting
with the high cost of an FOAK installation, with
costs then coming down as various cost adders
are removed with increasing experience and
know‐how.

Session B. Challenges of CCS Cost
Estimation and Financing

After some discussion in trying to get a handle
on these many disparate issues, the group
focused on two areas to gain some insights.

Question: What are the main challenges of
industrial and power CCS cost estimation and
financing?
(Co‐chairs: Jeff Hoffmann, NETL; Howard
Herzog, MIT)

Cost vs. economic analysis
A major issue for cost estimation is how to
develop costs to compare CCS to other
technologies. Right now there is an over‐

The breakout started by asking each participant
to respond to the question for this breakout
9
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options for the various industrial sectors and a
need for more engagement with the industries.

reliance on the levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE), which is not always a very good metric
for comparison. Therefore, there is a need to go
beyond the LCOE.

An additional potential barrier to deployment of
CCS technologies in the industrial sector is the
approach that many industrial business take
regarding existing and new assets. Several of
the breakout participants suggested that it is
more common for industrial sector businesses
to run existing capacity to the end of its useful
life “as built” or replace with new state‐of‐the‐
art infrastructure rather than modify (i.e.,
retrofit) existing (and potentially outdated)
capacity with new add‐on processes. Therefore,
it is likely that any back‐end CCS technologies
would compete against 1) alternative lower
carbon intensive industrial processes and 2)
location for replacement industrial facilities
(either regionally or globally). Ultimately, the
selection will be for the scenario that leads to
the least‐cost production of the industrial
product and CCS is expected to play a role only if
a low‐carbon “benefit” can be monetized.

Cost estimates can generate what we term
“hard” numbers, as well as context specific
numbers. Examples of hard numbers include
capital costs and heat rates. While capital costs
can vary over time (e.g., inflation) and
geography, these variations can generally be
captured through sets of cost indices. Other
hard number metrics can include process inputs
(e.g., water), process effluents, and availability
for dispatch.
Doing an economic analysis, such as one that
produces an LCOE, requires context. The plant’s
capacity factor depends on dispatch, which can
only be known in the context of the utility
system in which the plant operates. There are
many project specific factors that depend on the
plant’s location, permitting requirements of that
location, labor environment, access to utilities,
etc. The monetizing of risk and the valuation of
ancillary services (e.g., capacity) will also vary
widely depending on the context.

Session C. Making CCS More
Competitive

For comparing CCS to other technologies,
developing methods based on the relatively
hard numbers involved in a cost estimate (both
cost and performance metrics) are preferred.
Much more care must be taken when comparing
technologies using context dependent numbers
like LCOE.

Questions: What can be done to make CCS
more competitive? What are realistic
expectations for CCS cost reductions over next
10‐20 years? By 2050?
(Co‐chairs: Wilfried Maas, Shell; Sean McCoy,
LLNL)

Industrial processes

Round‐table comments


A big challenge in trying to determine the costs
of Industrial CCS (ICCS) is the significant amount
of process heterogeneity, both between
industrial sectors and within industrial sectors.
The appropriate technological approaches for
CO2 capture may vary greatly across industries.
While at first blush it may seem that post‐
combustion capture with amines will always be
an option, this may not be so. Impurities
associated with exhaust streams may pose a
significant challenge to amines. An example is
the exhaust stream from the catalytic cracker at
the Mongstad refinery, where the SO3 in the
exhaust gas caused the amine process to fail.






A potential major issue with ICCS is maintaining
the integrity of the product. While this may not
be an issue for post‐combustion capture, other
pathways that integrate CCS with the process
must make sure that they maintain product
integrity. As a result, there is a need for more
detailed engineering assessments for capture
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We know how much stuff costs; getting it
financed and built is the hard part.
Real questions about accuracy of public
literature costs for capture (e.g., the US
government can’t even agree on a
number) and we’re not sure how to add‐
up the costs. But, from a practical industry
standpoint, this isn’t a big deal because
they’re in the right ballpark.
Variability of costs is, however, a surprise;
also, surprised at the cost of compression
and injection.
Worried about risks associated with
storage. Looking at risk separately is
convenient, but the whole chain matters;
what about injection and monitoring
costs? What are the costs when we have
surprises (e.g., OK seismicity from w/w
re‐injection, BC seismicity from fracking)?
The big issue facing CCS is getting the
whole thing together; system costs are
important.

Proceedings of the CCS Cost Network 2016 Workshop


Commercial structures are key in getting
CCS built but…
 …the commercial case for CCS isn’t there,
at least in global aggregate near‐ term;
creates an issue of timing, since we to
need to work technology development
today.
 In a really tough place on the technology
development curve: need to de‐risk
technologies and get policy support. Need
some data points.
 Current
technologies
not
socially
acceptable, and learning‐by‐doing won’t
cut it
 Nonetheless, there is a strong societal
case for CCS; but massive market failure
means there is no business case for
individual developers. Need policy to
address the failures.
 Perhaps early projects were too
ambitious: they tried to solve both
capture and storage simultaneously.
 What is the right scale for CCS: little with
high unit cost (and lower risk) or high
with low unit cost (and higher risk). Does
this argue for small‐scale?
 Busy talking about cost, rather than
revenue maximization. How can CCS have
value to those who are doing it?
 Need to move towards system costs and
away from LCOE; however, as bad as
LCOE might be, but we don’t have a good
alternative.
 Don’t be too negative on recent progress:
much in the technology space has
improved over the last decade.












What do we do?



 Marginal value of additional paper cost
studies is very low.
 UK CCS cost reduction taskforce found
that 25% reduction from technology
improvement, 50% economies of scale in
T&S, 25% from reduction in finance
costs; all that is needed are a handful of
plants in the UK to reach their cost
reduction targets…
 Comments suggest main issue in risk is
not capture related: it’s the transport
and storage that is the problem and
where focus needs to be. History is filled
with programs focused on capture/plant
side
justified
by
technology
development,
few
(noteworthy)
successes; has this been the wrong
focus?
 Need government action to handle T&S
problem or no real way to manage risk –
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fundamental difference between CCS and
other technologies in power generation.
Much of the past CCS focus was based on
the presumption that there was going to
be a rush to building coal that was going
to happen in US and Europe.
So, what is the state support package for
development of a CCS industry? One
answer is regulatory frameworks to push
deployment:
accelerate learning‐by‐
doing and technology innovation. Create
a market pull.
Opposite commercial logic between US
and Europe: US wants cheap CO2 and
low‐cost sources fill the need; Europe
want
emissions
reductions
from
expensive sources, who are begging oil
and gas to play. For example, in the US
physical CO2 has value, but in Europe it is
paper contracts that have the (uncertain)
value.
In the absence of EOR/CCUS, Europe has
no revenue in the transport and storage
chain.
US thinking is that the storage side is
well understood (from a technology
perspective) based on R&D and current
operations. Agreement that this is a
trans‐Atlantic difference, where Europe
is more concerned with the transport
and storage risk.
With LCFS, issue is that there are
cheaper ways to meet the requirements
today via biofuels. Need to hit blend wall
before CCS comes into play. However,
LCFS in one jurisdiction that can drive
CCS somewhere else – opposite to
discussion with economic leakage.
What about carbon takeback obligations?
Thinking about this in Europe.
Energy systems analysis (e.g. IPCC) says
CCS is critical and lowest‐cost. But
analysis is complicated, and question is
how to sell it to the public and to policy
makers.
China and SE Asia are wild cards
acknowledged by all – huge potential,
but capability gaps.
Another wild card is advanced nuclear
technologies; technology and resource
availability enables targets to be set (e.g.,
REGGI, CPP).
Other drivers (e.g., reductions in water
use) may put us in a position to deliver
cheaper capture as a co‐benefit – like
molten carbonate fuel cells.
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Question to the group: Will CCS be at 100
USD/MWh and commercially available by
2030?






Report to Plenary Session:
1. We asked the question: will CCS be
commercially
available
for
power
generation in 2030 at a cost of $100‐
120/MWh? 12 responded “yes”; 5 said
“no”; and 1 abstention. Disagreement on
whether it will actually be deployed,
though.
2. Difference
between
EU
and
US
perspectives on where cost reductions are
going to come from: capture technology,
versus T&S infrastructure (particularly in
regards to risk).
3. Cost reduction requires learning‐by‐doing
which implies markets; need markets!
4. Market for CCS was going to be new coal,
but now, not much new coal—at least in
developed countries—so now there is a
gap before we get to gas.
5. Tension between small‐scale with high unit
cost but low project cost, hence, lower risk;
or large‐scale with low unit cost but high
project cost, hence higher risk.
6. Marginal benefit of additional cost studies
is low.
7. Need to come up with effective means
(messaging) to convey importance of CCS
in a system context.
8. In the meanwhile, industrial CCS—oil and
gas sector—will continue be a big driver.
Wild card: what China decides to do is a
huge deal.

5 No – timing of needs and business case,
scale‐up cannot be rapid enough; supply
chain collapsed and will need to be rebuilt;
competition from other technologies;
government not willing to acknowledge that
prices need to go up (or justify increased
prices) to make this all work
12 Yes – prices will rise, and CCS will be
marginal technology; Asia will do it, initial
regulations will spur a discussion of what
happens next that will lead to CCS; potential
for breakthrough technology; CCS with gas
will be where cost happens; cost might be
there, but not widely demonstrated; new
way of pricing energy in future enables CCS;
costs for capture on gas are already there.
1 Abstention – don’t know enough
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